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Abstract
This report describes our submission to the task1 open track and
task2 open track for CN-Celeb Speaker Recognition Challenge
2022(CNSRC 2022). Our best system achieves minDCF 0.3121
and EER 5.1140 in task1 open track, mAP 0.7071 in task2 open
track.
Index Terms: speaker verification, speaker retrieval, cnsrc2022

Table 1: Dataset Summary.
dataset

speakers

utterances

CN-Celeb-T
CN-Celeb-T-Filtered1
CN-Celeb-T-Filtered2
Vox-Celeb-1
Vox-Celeb-2
private corpus

2793
1327
2603
1251
5994
442

732740
246698
607378
153516
1128246
16003

CN-Celeb-E
Task2-dev
Task2-eval

196
5
25

17777
50 in 20050
250 in 500250

1. System Description
1.1. Data
Our trainset consists of data from CN-Celeb-T [1] and VoxCeleb-1&2 [2, 3] and a private corpus. CN-Celeb-T includes
632740 records from 2793 speakers. We filtered out 1327
speakers from CN-Celeb-T based on the number of files and duration, named CN-Celeb-T-Filtered1, then we got 2603 speakers by relaxing the threshold, named CN-Celeb-T-Filtered2.
Vox-Celeb-1&2 include 1281762 records from 7245 speakers.
Our private corpus has 16003 records from 442 speakers collected from the internet and is independent of CN-Celeb. There
are 9014 speakers in total from the original dataset. As speaker
recognition systems benefit from more speaker numbers, we
first introduce speed perturbation [4] of 0.9 and 1.1 to generate
extra twice speakers using SoX. Then we have 24540 speakers
and 4209420 utterances as we did not use the speed perturbation of Vox-Celeb-1. Data augmentation was performed in online mode with MUSAN [5] and RIRS [6]. Finally, we use log
Mel-Filter Bank Enegyies (FBank) with 80 bins.
For evaluation, the task1 test set has 196 enrollment from
196 speakers and 17777 tests. Task2 development set has 5
speakers with 10 test utterances each and 20,000 non-target utterances; the evaluation set has 25 speakers with 10 test utterances each and 500,000 non-target utterances.
1.2. Model Architecture
Convolutional Neural Networks are currently the most popular
network structure. The model we used is a modified version of
ResNetSE [7, 8], similar to our previous work in VoxSRC2021
[9, 10]. It contains 4 residual blocks, and the structure of the basic block in each residual block is shown in figure 1. Residual
block 1&2 uses BasicBlock with SE, and residual block 3&4
uses BasicBlock. After residual blocks, we use channel-wise
correlation pooling [11] to aggregate frame-level features. The
feature map was then transformed into 512-dimensional embeddings.

1.3. Loss Funcsion
Models are trained with AAM-Softmax Loss [12]. It is formulated as:
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where m is the margin, s is the scale factor, N is the number of
speaker.
To further improve the performance of our system, we introduce subcenter [13] and intertop-k [14] to the loss function.
Subcenter split every class in the training dataset into k subclasses and chooses the largest logits when computing losses. It
helps the model filter out noise samples.
Intertop-k adds a margin in the k-closest classes and thus
forces the model to be more discriminating. It can be considered
as a hard sample mining method. AAM-Softmax with intertopk is formulated as:
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where ϕ(θj ) is:
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Others

Intertop-k operation comes after the subcenter in our implementation.

Table 2: Model Architecture.S:stride, L:length of input.
Layer

Kernel size

Output

Conv1

3x3x32,S=1

3 × 3 × 32
3 × 3 × 32 × 6, S = 1
SELayer


3 × 3 × 64
3 × 3 × 64 × 16, S = 2
SELayer


3 × 3 × 128
× 24, S = 2
3 × 3 × 128


3 × 3 × 256
× 3, S = 2
3 × 3 × 256

1x1



Block1

Block2

Block3
Block4

Figure 1: Residual block of ResNetSE. Left: Basic Block, right:
SE Basic Block.

1.4. Backend
This section describes our scoring backend.
1.4.1. Task1
We adopted 4sx10 cosine scoring. We expanded each utterance
if its duration was less than 10s, evenly took 4s segments, and
then extracted embeddings of pieces. For each trial, the 10 parts
of enroll and test utterance were scored in pairs to get a 10x10
similarity matrix, then took the mean of the similarity matrix as
the score of the trial. The formulation is given by:
M −1 N −1
1 X X
cos(x1m , x2n ),
score(x1 , x2 ) =
M N m=0 n=0

cos(a, b) =

aT b
,
||a||||b||

(4)

(5)

where x1 , x2 is a pair of utterances, M = N = 10 is the number of split from x1 , x2 , x1m is the embedding of mth chunk of
utterance x1 and x2n is the embedding of nth chunk of utterance x2 .
As for score normalization, we extract embeddings of cnceleb-T with full length and then average speaker-wise to generate a cohort of 2793 speakers. Then the score is calibrated
using adaptive scoring normalization(AS-Norm) [15] with top
k imposter scores, which is formulated as:
Ŝ(x1 , x2 ) =

S(x1 , x2 ) − µ1
S(x1 , x2 ) − µ2
+
,
σ1
σ2

(6)

Here we set k = 500 for track1.
1.4.2. Task2
Task 2 and Task 1 share the same scoring backend, in addition to
that, we have added a music calibration module after as-norm.
We found the score between two speech records was usually higher than that between speech and singing records. To
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compensate for the mismatch, we made use of the existing music detection system to identify whether the test utterance was a
singing record or not. After AS-Norm, we added a bias to trials in which test embedding was a singing record. Mobile Net
V2 [16] was used to train the singing classification model. The
training data consisted of 640 hours of private speech data, 490
hours of songs, and 180 hours of pure music. Songs and music
were collected from the internet.
We used the average of every single system to get a fused
score. We computed the average score of single system results,
then performed music calibration, and finally took the top-10 of
each target speaker.
1.5. Training Protocal
We trained models with a two-stage protocol. Experiments were
built on the top of PyTorch [17].
In the first stage, Adam [18] optimizer with weight decay of
5e-5 was used. Learning rate followed cyclic learning rate [19]
with the same settings as ECAPA-TDNN [20], where learning
rate linear increased from 1e-8 to 1e-3 for 650k steps and linearly decreased back to 1e-8 for 650k steps in one cycle, repeat
for 4 cycles. We use 2 GPUs with 400 mini-batch. 300 frames
of each sample in one batch are adopted to avoid over-fitting.
The margin is 0.2, and the scale is 30 during the training stage.
In the second stage, we only use a subset of the train set, expand frame length from 300 to 600, increase the margin of aamsoftmax from 0.2 to 0.5, decrease the peak learning rate of the
cyclic schedule from 1e-3 to 1e-4, narrow the cycle range from
130k to 20k, and only train 1 cycle as we found that the model
rapidly overfit and the performance decayed dramatically. Subcenter and intertop-k were removed from the loss function by
default.
We trained several models based on ResNetSE101 but with
different configurations.
S1: In the first stage, model was trained with subcenter k=3,
and finetuned with 2793 speakers in CN-Celeb-T.
S2: In the first stage, model was trained with subcenter k=3,
intertop-k k=5, m=0.1, and finetuned with 2603 speakers in CNCeleb-T.
S3: In the first stage, model was trained with subcenter k=3,
intertop-k k=5, m=0.1, and finetuned with 2603 speakers in CN-

Celeb-T and the weight decay was set to 0.
S4: In the first stage, model was trained with subcenter k=3,
intertop-k k=5, m=0.06, and finetuned with 3222 speakers in
CN-Celeb-T and private corpus.
S5: In the first stage, model was trained with subcenter k=3,
intertop-k k=5, m=0.06. In the second stage, model was finetuned with 3222 speakers in CN-Celeb-T and private corpus,
and intertop-k was preserved.

Table 4: Results on task2 open track. MC: music calibration
model

dev

dev(MC)

eval

eval(MC)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

0.915
0.911
0.900
0.911
0.915

0.915
0.911
0.900
0.911
0.915

0.6661
–
–
–
–

0.6790
–
–
–
–

0.920
0.917
0.915
0.915

0.920
0.917
0.915
0.915

–
–
–
–

0.6874
0.7044
0.7068
0.7071

2. Results

fusion

This section shows our results on task1 open track and task2
open track.

S1-2
S1-3
S1-4
S1-5

2.1. Task1 submission
Table 3 shows the result on the task1 open track. Our best single
system achieved EER 5.11 and minDCF 0.2920, while the submission to the leader board achieved EER 5.1140, and minDCF
0.3121 because we did not update our result. As we focused
more on task2, we did not try to fuse them. Here we only list
single system performance.
Table 3: Results on Task1 open track
model

EER

minDCF(0.01)

S1
S2
S3
S4
S5

5.31
5.39
5.00
5.47
5.11

0.2973
0.2886
0.2925
0.3063
0.2920

2.2. Task2 submission
Table 4 shows the result of the system for the Task2 open
track.System S1 got mAP=0.5507 before as-norm, and after
as-norm(k=500), it achieved mAP=0.6647. We found out the
optimal k in task2 was around k = 10, and the score was
mAP=0.6790 by S1. Music calibration did not bring performance improvement on the development set because only 3 target records are recognized as music. We found that the mAP
curve will maintain the performance within a certain range after music calibration; this constant interval is highly consistent on the mAP curves across different systems; we then selected the midpoint as the threshold for evaluation. Although
we used the same model backbone, we found system fusion still
works. On the development set, the best performance was 0.920
with 2 systems fused. However, with 5 systems, we achieved
mAP=0.7071 on the evaluation set, which is the second place
on the leader board.

3. Conclusion
This report describes our submission to CNSRC-2022 task1
open track and task2 open track in detail.
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